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ABSTRACT

The financial, environmental, and national security carrot for helium-3
fusion power requires access to low-cost lunar helium-3. Helium-3 fusion
potentially would provide an environmentally benignmeans of helping to

meet an anticipated ninefold or increase in energy demandby 2050.Not available
in other than research quantities on Earth, this light isotope of ordinary helium-4
reaches the Moon as a component of the solar wind. Embedded continuously in
the lunar dust for billions of years, concentrations have reached levels of poten-
tial economic interest. Near the United States Apollo 11 landing site in Mare
Tranquillitatis, 2km2 (0.8mi2), toadepthof3m(9.8 ft), containsabout100kg (220 lb)
of helium-3, that is, more than enough to power a 1000 MWe (1 gigawatt [GW])
fusion power plant for a year.

In 2008, the energy equivalent value of helium-3 relative to $2.50/millionBtu
(0.25 ! 106 kcal) industrial coal equaled about US $1.4 billion a metric tonne
(1.1 tons). Onemetric tonne (1.1 tons) of helium-3, fusedwithdeuterium, aheavy
isotope of hydrogen, has enough energy to supply a city of 10millionwith a year’s
worth of electricity or more than 10 GW of power for that year.

The financial envelope within which helium-3 fusion must fit to be of in-
terest to potential investors, as related to other 21st century energy sources, in-
cludes total development cost approximately US $15 billion, competitive coal costs
US $2.50 or higher/million Btu (0.25 ! 106 kcal), and payload costs to the Moon
approximately US $3000/kg ($1360/lb).

INTRODUCTION

Settlers of space face a remarkable and diverse spec-
trum of challenges, whether on the Moon, Mars, or
some other distant outpost (Figure 1). Survival, eco-
nomics, physiological space adaptation, life support,
energy supply, and international competition make
up just a few of the more obvious concerns directly

related to available resources on theMoon.Accessing,
producing,marketing, andusing those lunar resources,
and doing so efficiently, require imaginative planning
and execution and a full understanding of the lessons
of United States Apollo lunar exploration led by the
NationalAeronautics and SpaceAdministration (NASA)
(Figure 2). Such requirements become particularly
relevant if a primary economic objective of future lunar
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settlers involves production and export of energy
resources in the formofhelium-3fusion fuel (Wittenberg
et al., 1986; Kulcinski and Schmitt, 1987).

Low-power-level steady state demonstrations of
controlled fusion of helium-3 with deuterium (D)
and with itself havemoved forward in recent decades
(Kulcinski et al., 2009). Commercial viability of either
of these fusion processes as power cycles requires
significantly more research and development as well
as a competitively priced source of helium-3. It ap-
pears that an achievable means of access to and pro-
duction and delivery of lunar helium-3 to Earth can
compete in energy equivalent price with steam coal
(Schmitt, 2006).

Makinghelium-3 fusionpower available tohuman-
kind, as well as to successful space settlement, will
require use of the lessons of what has worked and has
notworkedduring50yearsofhumanactivities in space
(Figure 3). The Apollo program constitutes a critically
relevant case study. Particularly important lessons from
Apollo relative to future complex space endeavors
include (1) using well-educated engineers and techni-
cians in their twenties and managers and systems
engineers in their thirties; (2) establishing independent
internal design engineering activities in parallel with
those of contractors or in-house efforts; (3) streamlin-
ing and downward delegation of management respon-
sibilities to proven individuals; (4) seeding experienced
systems engineers throughout the implementing or-
ganizations; and (5) placing senior managerial and
technical leadership in the hands of experienced, com-
petent, and courageous men and women. This essen-
tial personnel and leadership environment must exist
within well-conceived and proven structures of pro-
gram management, risk management, and financial
management. In aggregate, such fundamentals will
ensure the sustained corporate competence and dis-
cipline necessary to operate successfully for the long
term in the still very high risk and complex deep space
environment.

A pervasive environment of liberty also constituted
an indispensable component of the success of Apollo.

FIGURE 1. Apollo 17 view of parts of the near- and farsides
of the Moon after leaving lunar orbit to return to Earth,
December 16, 1972 (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Photograph AS17 152 2331).

FIGURE 2. Earthrise from behind the Moon. One of the
lasting symbols of Apollo (National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Photograph AS17 152 23274).

FIGURE 3. Apollo 17 view of a nearly full Earth as photo-
graphed by the author from about 50,000 km ("30,000mi)
on the way to the Moon (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Photograph AS17 148 22727).
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Liberty to innovate, change direction, and make sug-
gestions for improvement, coupled with operational
discipline, permeated the day-to-day activities at all
implementation levels of Apollo. History ultimately
may conclude that a culture of liberty is an essential
ingredient for success in such extraordinary complex
endeavors. With the Declaration of Independence
233 years ago, the United States, now with like-minded
international partners, assumed a permanent responsi-
bility for preserving that natural right of humanity. The
first Apollo landing on theMoon in 1969 expanded that
irrevocable commitment into space.

Increasingly, sustained success in the perpetuation
of liberty in space assures its perpetuation on Earth.
Consider only America’s continued insistence that
space communications, space remote sensing, and
space navigation capabilities be freely accessible to the
world, contrastedwith the restrictions placedon their
ownpeople for these same services by nondemocratic
regimes such as China, Iran, and the former Soviet
Union. Space domination by the enemies of human
libertywouldbegin thepsychological erosionof hope
of preserving and extending the natural right of hu-
man liberty on Earth. That unfortunate outcome also
would vastly increase the political, economic, and
technical strength of regimes opposed to liberty. The
values of space dominance that accrued to theUnited
States as a result of Apollo have not been lost on the
nondemocratic regimes of the world.

As the leading space-faring people, Americans have
two fundamental choices as to their approach to fur-
thering liberty by moving forward with space explo-
ration and eventual settlement. On the one hand,
they could find ameans to restructure, revitalize, and
adequately fund the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and other space agencies and
to provide them with a guarantee of continued fund-
ing as well as knowledgeable oversight. That funding
must include irrevocable budget reserves sufficient to
do the job in the face of inevitable encounters with
unknownandunknown-unknowndevelopment chal-
lenges. Apollo’s budget reserve approximated 100%,
and NASA needed every bit of it to succeed.We know
a great dealmore about the technical requirements of
working and living in space, so a 30 to 50% budget
reserve for future lunar projects probably should be
adequate.

Returning to the Moon, NASA’s Constellation pro-
gram, has been a tough order in the current national
political environment, but one United States President
George W. Bush and the Congress directed NASA to
undertake (National Aeronautics and Space Admin-

istration, 2004). That direction has been changed by the
administrationofPresidentBarackObama.TheNational
Aeronautics and Space Administration has found man-
aging Constellation nearly impossible under the fiscal
and programmatic restraints imposed by United States
administrations and congresses. Following the critical
lessons of Apollo, particularly without the necessary
budget reserves, forces the slipping of development
schedules tokeep theprogramalive.At the current time,
Constellation faces a highly uncertain and high-risk
future as does the entire human spaceflight program
of the United States.

Obviously, the option of rebuildingNASA is highly
unpredictable. Its sustainability through changes in
Congress and thepresidencyprobablydependson the
appearance and recognition of a set of world circum-
stances comparable to those facing the United States
Congress and presidents Dwight D. Eisenhower, John
F. Kennedy, and Lyndon B. Johnson in the late 1950s
and throughout the 1960s. Some, including the writer,
would argue that circumstances comparable to theCold
War exist today, butno clear bipartisan consensus exists
on this point as ithadat the timeofPresidentKennedy’s
challenge for Americans to go to the Moon. Polariza-
tion, fedby a voracious, selfish, andhistorically illiterate
media and political class, characterizes the American
political environment much more now than when the
Soviet Union constituted a clear and present danger.
Unlike during Apollo (Lambright, 1995), a sufficient,
sustained federal funding for a major space initiative,
including contingencies, cannot be assumed in this
intellectual morass.

Alternatively, the country’s entrepreneurial private
sector might persuade investors to make sustaining
commitments based on the long-term economic po-
tential of lunar helium-3 and its by-products and of
many nearer term spin-off business opportunities
arising from such a space resource initiative. This al-
ternative also presents a difficult path forward, but, at
least, it has predictable outcomes in terms of the sus-
tained use of risk capital. Put as a critical question,
what conditions do investors require to be met by a
lunarhelium-3 fusionpower initiative relative to other
uses of their capital? A discussion of this and other
relevant questions follows.

WHAT WILL BE THE GLOBAL ENERGY
DEMAND IN THE FUTURE?

The economic, technical, andpolitical potential of
returning to the Moon for helium-3 to fuel fusion
reactors on Earth must be evaluated in the context of
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probable global demand for energy and reasonably
competitive alternatives for meeting that demand.
In this context, the immediate challenge to civiliza-
tion’s global energy future lies in meeting the needs
and aspirations of the 10 to 12 billion Earthlings
who will be on this planet by 2050 (Edwards, 2001;
Bartlett, 2004; Weisz, 2004). Current per capita use
of energy is equivalent to about 13 bbl of oil/yr for a
global total equivalent of about 88 billion bbl of oil
equivalent (BOE)/yr or about 500 quads (quad = 1015

Btu or 0.25 ! 1015 kcal)/yr.
It can be argued, conservatively, that more than

a ninefold increase in annual energy production
should be available by the middle of the 21st century
(Table 1). That increase includes a twofold increase to
account for world population growth from 6.5 to 12
billion and a fivefold increase to meet the major
aspirations of four-fifths of theworld’s peoples whose
standards of living are far below those of developed
countries. Even a fivefold aspiration increase barely
brings the rest of the world to the 2006 average per
capita energyuse in theUnited Statesof about 62BOE/
yr. These estimates do not include, however, the in-
creased energy consumption demanded by new con-
sumer technologies or by climate change mitigation.

The choice of an aspiration or economic growth
increase of a factor of five is somewhat arbitrary. It
represents, however, a level that not only creates a
more favorable international ground for stable rep-
resentative democracies but would also relieve much
of world poverty and many international tensions.
Higher standards of living also would provide a mea-
sure of indirect control of population growth and po-
tentially stabilize world population at 10 to 12 billion.
With respect to aspirations,China and India represent

special cases in which a desire for economic and po-
litical dominance in the world, particularly on the
part of China, also drives increasing electrical power
and portable fuel consumption. Because of their huge
populations and accelerated growth, these two coun-
tries will have inordinate influence on the future of
total global demand for raw materials like fossil, nu-
clear, and fusion fuels. The contribution of the total
standard of living aspirations to future global growth
in per capita electricity demand can only be roughly
estimated today. If it is as great, however, in the next
40 years as it has been for South Korea and other coun-
tries that have successfully entered the modern in-
dustrialized world, then growth of a factor of at least
five will be viewed as a conservative estimate.

Large new sources of commercial energy can re-
duce and eventually eliminate dependence of the
world’s democracies on unstable sources of energy
supply. Most of such a supply comes from nondem-
ocratic sources over which exists little or no long-
term market control of prices. In this context, how-
ever, financing of new capacity must come largely
from the private sector. Historically, inefficient gov-
ernment financing and control of anymajor increase
in energy production capacity through higher tax
levies would be self-defeating in terms of economic
growth and would drive down living standards.

Conservation, increased end-use efficiency, and al-
truistic purchase of non-cost-effective alternatives can
contribute in small ways to increased energy avail-
ability; however, the laws of physics and self-interest
severely limit the potential of such behavior-based
alternatives. Fossil fuels and nuclear fission provide
the only two energy sources that can be considered
developed today and available formajor unsubsidized
increases in use during the next one-half century.
Unfortunately, political, geologic, terrorism, and en-
vironmental factors combine to prevent a major in-
crease in supply from these two sources by 2050,much
less support a factor of nine or more increase.

Anyonewho thinks that large-scale use of batteries,
hydrogen, wind, solar electric, grain ethanol, and the
like can provide the growth needed by 2050 has not
donehonestmath. Such ideologically driven so-called
alternatives all use more energy to function within
the total energy and food economy than they can
provide for end use. True cradle-to-grave analyses, in-
cludingunintendedconsequences,will show that this
is so. For example, batteries must be charged using
electricity from inherently inefficient power plants.
Hydrogen must be produced from natural gas or wa-
ter, either of which havemuch greater value as natural

Table 1. Projected global growth in electricity
demand by 2050 (revised from Schmitt, 2006).

Growth Category Per Capita

Current demand per capita 12 BOE*

Total for 6.5 billion persons 78 billion BOE*

Added per capita demand for
economic growth (= U.S. today)

50 BOE*

New technology demand ?

Climate change mitigation ?

2050 demand per capita 62 BOE*

Total for 12 billion persons 744 billion BOE*

Ratio of current demand to
2050 demand

>9.5

*BOE = barrels of oil equivalent.
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resources than as energy sources. Until vastly more
efficient and less costly large-scale energy storage sys-
tems can be found, clouds and nighttime limit the
growth of solar electric systems and wind power to
the excess capacity of the existing power grid or new
base load plantsmust be built. In the absence of com-
mercial storage systems, that excess power, of course,
must be available when the sun does not shine and
the wind does not blow.

Although not considered further here because of
uncertainties about their scientific, technical, busi-
ness, and political cases, space solar, ocean thermal,
and geothermal power possibilities should be exam-
ined as possible future energy sources in objective
trade-off studies.

WHAT IS HELIUM-3 FUSION?

Many nations have spent many billions of dollars
sinceWorldWar II on developing controlled thermo-
nuclear fusion as a possible source of electrical power.
Schmitt (2006) has summarized the various genera-
tions of fusion research. Research efforts have focused
almost entirely on fusion of deuterium (D) and tri-
tium (T). Both of these materials are heavy isotopes of
hydrogen—D, being a trace component of terrestrial
water, and T, which is primarily used to enhance the
yield of nuclear weapons (hydrogen bombs), being a
radioactive ("13-yr half-life) product of nuclear fission
reactions. The fusion products consist of high-energy
neutrons and alpha particles (4He ions) with a total
kinetic energyof 17.6meV (millielectronvolts). TheD-T
fusion might potentially produce electrical power by
extracting the kinetic energy of the neutrons as heat
after they have been captured in reactor walls and
thenusing thatheat to create steamorhot gas to drive
turbine generators. This heat cycle limits any future
D-T fusion plant’s efficiency to nomore than the best
coal and nuclear power plants.

Without question, important scientific knowledge
of the physics of high-temperature plasmas has come
and continues to come from D-T fusion power re-
search. Unfortunately,manypractical roadblockswill
prevent the commercialization of D-T fusion power
for the foreseeable future. Research reactors, demon-
stration plants, and actual power plants require ex-
tremely complex and capital intensive engineering
approaches in design, manufacturing, and construc-
tion. Confining and fueling very high temperature
neutral plasmas with extremely large supercooled
magnets and dealing with radioactive T fuel consti-

tute just two of the major engineering challenges.
Nor domaterials exist, nor do they appear possible on
the horizon, for the reactor walls that must extract
heat from the kinetic energy of 14meV neutrons and
stillwithstand thedestructivepowerof thoseneutrons.
Removal of damaged reactor walls every few years
requires that theplantbe shut downand the irradiated
wall material be disposed of as large volumes of high-
level radioactive waste. The generation of high fluxes
of neutrons also creates the potential for the produc-
tion of weapons-grade plutonium from uranium.

Another first-generation cycle fuses D with itself,
producing, along two reaction branches, equal num-
bers of neutrons plus helium-3 (3He) ions (3.3 meV)
andprotons plus T ions (4.0meV). The relatively low
energy production and high neutron and T produc-
tion make D-D fusion even less commercially attrac-
tive than D-T fusion.

The second-generation approach to controlled
fusion power involves combining D and helium-3.
Helium-3 is a light isotope of helium,most ofwhich is
helium-4 (4He), the familiar birthday balloon gas and
rocket pressurization gas. The fusion of D-3He pro-
duces a high-energy proton (positively charged hy-
drogen ion) and an alpha particle (4He ion) for a total
kinetic energy of 18.4meV.Dealingonlywith charged
particles as fusion products inherently simplifies en-
gineering design and construction. Electrostatic fields
insteadof largemagnets can controlD-3He fusion fuel
ions as well as the charged reaction products. At high
power levels, stabilization of electron cathodes will
require the use of configurations of relatively small
magnets. Fusion protons, as positively charged parti-
cles, canbe converteddirectly into electricity through
the use of electrostatic deceleration as well as other
possible techniques. Potential conversion efficiencies
of 70%may be possible because conversion of proton
energy to heat is not needed. Some side D-D fusion
reactions result in minor low-energy neutron produc-
tion (3.3meV),minimized by optimizing the amount of
excess helium-3 introduced into the reactor. These neu-
tronswill result in aneed to dispose of a small amount
of low-level radioactive waste, equivalent to hospital
radioactive waste, at the end of the power plant’s life.

The third-generation approach to fusion power
fuseshelium-3with itself, producing onlyprotons and
alpha particles with a total energy of 12.9 meV, elim-
inating anyneutron-producing reactions andalso elim-
inating all radioactive waste at the end of the plant’s
life. Nuclear power without nuclear waste, therefore,
becomes the ultimate promise of pure helium-3 fu-
sion. The theoretically predicted reaction rate for
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D-3He fusion has been demonstrated in the labora-
tory electrostatic confinement research reactors at
continuously increasing power levels, and the dem-
onstration of significant numbers of 3He-3He reac-
tions in a controlled reaction environment recently
has followed (Kulcinski et al., 2009).

The D-3He fusion power promises much lower
capital and operating costs than its 21st century
competitors because of potentially less technical com-
plexity, higher conversion efficiency, smaller size, no
radioactive fuel, no air and water pollution, a major
reduction in cooling water requirements, and only
low-level radioactivewaste disposal requirements. Re-
cent estimates suggest that about US $5 billion in in-
vestment capital will be required to develop and con-
struct the first commercial prototype of a helium-3
fusionpower plant (Schmitt, 2006). Thedevelopment
program would pursue, in parallel, several fusion ap-
proaches optimized for helium-3 fuel, ultimately fo-
cusing on two approaches for a power plant dem-
onstration fly-off before beginning prototype plant
construction. Financial breakeven at wholesale elec-
tricity prices of US $0.05/kW hr could occur after five
1000 MWe (1 GW) plants were on line, replacing old
conventional plants ormeeting newdemand. (A price
of US $0.05/kWhr reflects the 20-daymoving average
minimum,withmaximumat"US$0.14 in the 2005–
2009 period [Perry, 2008].)

DOES CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION
REQUIRE HELIUM-3 FUSION?

An additional source for growth in electricity de-
mand may come from the need to mitigate the ad-
verse effects of natural climate change, particularly in
the face of growing and more concentrated popula-
tions. One certain conclusion comes from analysis of
historical, archeological, and geologic records: climate
will change for centuries and sometimes change rap-
idly during a few decades. Independent of any pos-
sible human influence, climate change has existed as
a gradualwarming for almost four centurieswithin the
10 k.y. period of erratic but gradual global warming
after the lastmajor Ice Age. During this last four centu-
ries, aswell as the last 10 k.y., rapid coolingorwarming
for a decade ormore or oscillations for a century or two
have occurred (Broecker, 2001; Bradley et al., 2003;
Hansen et al., 2004).

No capability exists as yet to reliably predict which
way inevitable future change will occur as the com-
plexity of climate precludes anything but speculative
modeling.What can be reliably predicted?More elec-

tricity and more energy will be required to mitigate
the adverse consequences of change whether from
warming or cooling.

The largest current driver relative to consideration
of alternatives to fossil fuel energy continues to be a
politically motivated scare that humans caused cli-
mate change. First of all, should this scare be taken
seriously, scientifically? Certainly not, butwithin the
science of climate, critical differences exist between
scientistswhoobserveweather and climate and those
who, in good faith, attempt to model nature’s com-
plexities. Those who observe the natural, historic, eco-
nomic, and sociological aspects of climate change see
nothing unusual in the climate variations of the last
100 years or so or since the economic impact of the
industrial revolution began in earnest (Fagan, 2000;
Idso and Singer, 2009; Goldberg, 2010). The modelers,
however, believe that their intricate mathematics
and broad assumptions about Earth’s most complex
system, outside of human activity, show that the
continued use of fossil fuels will accelerate global
warming to catastrophic levels.

Observations provide two important facts about
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2), the alleged per-
petrator of global warming before about 2000. First,
careful analysesbygeophysicist Khilyuk andChilingar
(2006), Akasofu (2009) of the International Arctic
Research Center, and Spencer (2009) of the Univer-
sity of Alabama-Huntsville show that a natural but
irregular trend of global warming, by 0.58C/100 yr
(30.98F), has existed since about 1660, the coldest part
of the Little Ice Age. Obviously, this slow warming
persisted forhundredsof years before industrialization
began to add CO2 to natural emissions from the bio-
sphere and the oceans.Warming and cooling intervals
during thismulticenturywarming trendhave occurred
as theyhave for thousands of years, andwarming has
not accelerated during industrialization. Second, de-
tailed studies of ice cores show that increases in CO2

follow global temperature increases bymany centuries
instead of leading those increases (Idso and Singer,
2009). Furthermore, actual observations of the recent
50 yr increase in carbon dioxide of one molecule per
10,000molecules of air every 5 yr shownomeasurable
long-term alteration of climate patterns during the
last century’s slow increase in atmospheric CO2.

Where, then, is all the carbon dioxide from fossil
fuels?Geoscientists have long known that atmospher-
ic CO2 cycles through the oceans every 5 to 10 year or
at most every few decades (Segalstad, 1997). Further-
more, for every 51 fossil-fuel-produced CO2 mole-
cules added to the atmosphere, the ocean soaks up
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about 50 suchmoleculeswithin a decade (Revelle and
Suess, 1957; Skirrow, 1975; Segalstad, 1996). These ob-
servational facts mean that humans cannot cause any
doomsday doubling of atmospheric CO2.

Should there be panic over actual climate change
and a lunge toward socialism to combat it? No, is the
best scientific answer. It also is the best constitutional
and economic answer. Actual observations show that
climate varies in response to natural forces and that
human burning of fossil fuels has had negligible if
any effect during the last 100 years. In fact, global
cooling once again has been in place since about 2000
(Easterbrook, 2008). Given what we actually know
about climate, as well as the remaining uncertainties,
Americans and others should think long and hard be-
fore givingup liberties and incomes topoliticianswho
just want to do something to satisfy particular special
interests. Prudent protection of local environments is
one thing; a long-term ideological agenda to gather
power at the expense of liberty is quite another.

Doing something will not work against natural
climate forces we can only incompletely understand.
When we realize what personal liberties have been
lost,wewill deeply regretnot just preparing for climate
change but also trying to stop it. Instead, our focus
should be onproducingmore energy, not less, to raise
worldwide living standards. We certainly should not
limit energy use and improvements in the human
condition. In this regard, a good chance exists that
lunar helium-3 can contribute to the Earth’s inven-
tory of energy sources as well as legitimate environ-
mental demands for the future.

HOW IMPORTANT COULD HELIUM-3 BE
TO FUTURE ENERGY SUPPLY?

Lunar helium-3 fusion power represents a relative-
ly new entrant into the 21st century energy sweep-
stakes (Wittenberg et al., 1986; Kulcinski and Schmitt,
1987, 1992; Schmitt, 1997, 2006). Access to lunar
helium-3 at competitive costs offers an environmen-
tally benignmeans of helping to meet an anticipated
ninefold or higher increase in energy demand by
2050. Not available in other than research quantities
on Earth, this light isotope of ordinary helium reaches
the Moon as a component of the solar wind, along
with hydrogen, helium-4, carbon, and nitrogen.

Embedded continuously in particles of the lunar
dust for almost 4 billion years, and despite losses
caused by thermal cycling andmicrometeor impact,
helium-3 concentrations have reached levels that can

legitimately be considered of economic interest
(Schmitt, 2006). Helium-3 comes to the airless Moon
as part of the solar wind. Stirred continuously by me-
teor impacts, the nearly 4 billion-year-old rocky de-
bris layer, referred to as regolith (Figures 4, 5), slowly
accumulates helium-3 along with ordinary helium,
hydrogen, carbon, andnitrogen. Althoughquantities
sufficient for research exist, no commercial supplies
of helium-3 are present on Earth—if there were, we
probably would be using it to produce electricity to-
day, considering its many technical, economic, and
environmental advantages.

Apollo samples collected in1969 byNeil Armstrong
on the first lunar landing, andothers collected on later
missions, have shown that helium-3 concentrations
in many lunar soils are at least 13 ppb by weight. De-
tailed analyses of lunar soil samples andother evidence
indicate that helium-3 concentrations are probably
between 20 and 30 ppb in undisturbed titanium-rich
soils (Schmitt, 2006). Schmitt concludes thathelium-3
averages about 20 ppb in the titanium-rich impact
commutated basalt debris, the regolith, of Mare Tran-
quillitatis sampledbyApollo 11. Extrapolationof data
fromneutron spectrographicmeasurements of hydro-
gen concentrations in lunar polar regions (Feldman
et al., 1998;Maurice et al., 2004) indicate thathelium-3

FIGURE 4. Viewofmostly undisturbed regolith in theValley
of Taurus-Littrow from the right window of the Apollo 17
lunar module Challenger. The largest boulder in the near
field is about 0.5 m ("1.6 ft) in diameter and the base of
the valley wall to the northwest is about 5 km ("3mi) away
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration Photo-
graph AS17 147 22472).
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may triple in average abundance at latitudes greater
than 708.

Twenty parts per billion may not seem like much;
however, the value of helium-3 relative to the prob-
able energy equivalent value of coal in 2010 to 2020,
estimated conservatively at US $2.50/million Btu
(0.25 ! 106 kcal), will be almost US $1400/g (US
$40,000/oz)! This compares with about US $28/g (US
$800/oz) for gold at the beginning of 2009. At US
$1400/g, 100 kg (220 lb) of helium-3 would be worth
about US $140 million. One hundred kilograms
constitutes more than enough fuel to potentially
power a 1000 MWe electric plant for a year when
fusedwithD, the terrestrially abundantheavy isotope
of hydrogen. A plant that size will fill the needs of a
city about the size of Dallas, Texas, in the United
States or Adelaide, Australia, for about one year.

The production of 100 kg (220 lb) of helium-3 per
year would require annual mining and processing of
about 2 km2 (1.6 mi2) of the lunar surface to a depth
of 3 m (9.8 ft) (Schmitt, 2006). In turn, that annual
rate requires hourly mining of an area about 28 m2

("92 ft) and 3 m (9.8 ft) deep along with the hourly
processingof the finest 50%of themined soil ("2000 t/
hr or 4400 tons/hr) to extract its gases. This is not a
high mining and processing rate by terrestrial stan-
dards, although a high degree of automation will be
required on the Moon relative to mining and pro-
cessing of rawmaterials onEarth. The annual rate only
mandates two 10 hrmining shifts per day, 20 days out
of each lunar month ("27 Earth days long). If expe-
rience shows that preventive and actualmaintenance

takes less than seven days per lunar month, then
mining and processing rates can be higher. Personnel
neededperminer are estimated at an average of eight,
includingoperations,maintenance, and support crew
(Schmitt, 2006). Asminer-processors are added, some
personnel will assume broader supervisory functions.

Once the hydrogen, helium, carbon, and nitrogen
in the soil are extracted by a combination of agita-
tion and heat, cooling to near absolute zero will pro-
vide sequential distillation. At very low temperatures,
helium-3 canbe separated fromordinaryhelium(super-
leak process). Current estimates indicate that devel-
opment of this lunarmining, processing, and refining
capability and supporting facilities, once design and
development began, would consume about US $2.5
billion of investment capital for about five years. This
cost estimate relates to several factors: (1) private entre-
preneurial efficiencies relative to traditional govern-
ment-funded spacecraft development; (2) conceptual
design work done to date (see below); (3) available
detailed geotechnical data on the lunar regolith; (4)
relevant terrestrial mining and robotic design expe-
rience; and (5) publicly available technical lessons from
the government’s experience with design, construc-
tion, and operation of the International Space Station.

Financial breakeven for the lunar mining and pro-
cessing operation, at a sales price of US $140million/
100 kg (220 lb), including the costs of launching
equipment to the Moon discussed below, would oc-
cur when about five miner-processors are in opera-
tion, expected to occur about five year from the
start of initial production with the activation of the
15th miner-processor (Schmitt, 2006). This breakeven
point, of course, would change depending on com-
petitive energyprices, particularly that for steamcoal.

Extrapolation of the Apollo 11 sample data by
remote sensing indicates that the 84,000 km2

("53,000 mi2) of the highest grade regolith on Mare
Tranquillitatis contains at least 5000 t (10,100 tons)
of recoverable helium-3 (Cameron, 1990; Schmitt,
2006). That amount would provide a 50 yr supply
(assumed plant life) for 100 helium-3 fusion power
plants on Earth, each with a capacity to produce 1000
MW of electricity. Near the lunar poles, 84,000 km2

("53,000 mi2) may supply three times the above
number of power plants. The discovery that at least
three times more hydrogen exists at high latitudes
(Feldman et al., 1998; Eke et al., 2009) because of cold
trapping ofmigrating gas and possible cometarywater-
ice deposits also indicates that helium concentrations
will be higher in those regions as well (Schmitt et al.,
2000). Future direct remote sensing and/or sample

FIGURE 5. View of the surface of mostly undisturbed
regolith from about 75 m ("246 ft) from the Apollo 17
lunar module Challenger. The Challenger is 7 m (22.4 ft)
high (National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Photograph AS17 134 20509).
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data from high-latitude regions of the Moon may
positively influence the calculation of inferred
helium-3 reserves as well as the production costs
per 100 kg (220 lb).

The process of regolith gardening, mixing, and
thermal cycling causes some solar wind gases to be
released as they also are being captured. Upon release,
these initially neutral species are exposed again to the
solar wind. They are then reionized and either lost to
space or reimplanted elsewhere on the Moon. The
gradual migration of some of these pickup ions to
colder average surface temperatures andpermanently
shadowed cold traps probably is the reason hydrogen
concentration in the regolith gradually increases by
several factors toward the lunar poles and away from
higher average temperatures in lower latitudes. Recent
remote sensing by lunar orbiting and impacting space-
craft indicates the presence of OH and H2O in polar
regions (Clark, 2009; Dino, 2009), further supporting
the probability of volatile cold trapping in general. No
measurements of polar region concentrations of
helium-3 have yet been possible, although in theory,
the 20.6meVgammarays released by natural neutron
capture by helium-3 (Zurmühle et al., 1963; Harris-
Kuhlman, 1998) could provide such measurements
from lunar orbit.

By-products of lunar helium-3 productionwill add
significantly to future economic returns, as custom-
ers for these products develop in space. No such by-
products have values that would warrant their return

toEarth; however, locations inEarth’s orbit,Mars, and
elsewhere in deep space constitute potential markets
for their sale as life- and mission-sustaining consum-
ables. The immediately available by-products from
helium-3 production include hydrogen, water, and
compounds of nitrogen and carbon. Oxygen can be
produced by electrolysis of water, formed by the re-
action of solar wind hydrogen with oxygen-bearing
lunar minerals and glass (Duke et al., 2006). Finally,
space construction materials and metallic elements
useful for lunar self-sufficiency, such as iron, titanium,
aluminum, and silicon, can be extracted frommineral
and glass components in the lunar regolith (soil).

Production of helium-3 and other resources on the
Moon will require a permanent base of operations on
the lunar surface evenwithahighdegreeof cost-cutting
automation of variousmining, processing, and refining
activities (Schmitt, 2006). Since the mid-1960s, many
individuals and groups and the United States govern-
ment have studied the establishment and operation
of lunar bases (Mendell, 1985, 1992; Schmitt, 1992;
Eckart, 1999; Schrunk et al., 1999; Beattie, 2001;
Koelle and Mertens, 2004). In addition, there exists
the applicable foundation of technical and opera-
tional experience in space from Apollo, Skylab, Mir,
Spacelab, the Space Shuttle program, and the Interna-
tional Space Station. Relevant experience on Earth
includes resource production in geographically iso-
lated locations and supply of remote settlements and
Antarctic research stations.

FIGURE 6. Wisconsin Mark III
miner-processor. Modified
from Gujda (2006).
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A mostly privately financed initiative to use lunar
helium-3 for terrestrial fusion power, with a primary
focus on business instead of policy issues, will require
deviation frompast experience in space. For example,
such an initiativemust focus onminimizing both cap-
ital costs and recurring operational costs and maxi-
mizing reliability for the very long term. This will
affect decisions on reactor design, choice of launch
vehicles, degreeofmining andprocessing automation,
settlement of workers versus their periodic return to
Earth, storage of by-products, approach to helium-3
shipment, and many other necessary components of
a complex enterprise.

A few detailed efforts have been undertaken to
designa lunar regolithminer-processor (Sviatoslavsky,
1993; Boucher and Richard, 2004). Sviatoslavsky of
the University of Wisconsin’s Fusion Technology
Institute made the first cut at the essential concepts
that will be required of any large-scale regolithminer-
processor with his Mark II miner. More recently,
Gujda (2006) has refined this design. Gujda’sMark III
miner-processor (Figure 6) has a launchmass of about
10 t ("22 tons) and canproduce about 66 kg ("145 lb)

of helium-3 per year, two thirds of that required for a
1000 MWe fusion power plant. Refinement of this
design to provide higher production rates will come
as part of preparation for lunar operations after
demonstration of the viability of commercially viable
helium-3 fusion power. The general requirements for
helium-3mining andprocessing,however, areknown,
as shown in the flow diagrams of Figures 7 and 8,
respectively.

Significant electrical and thermal energy will be
required formining, processing, and refining the lunar
regolith as well as for the needs of the facilities and
habitats constituting a lunar settlement. The flow dia-
gram in Figure 9 illustrates the general requirements
of a lunar power systemwhether it dependson energy
from solar, solar-fuel cell, fission, or fusion systems.

Exporting lunar helium-3 to Earth and its by-
products to elsewhere in space constitutes a relatively
small challenge compared with the development of
commercial fusion power plants, heavy lift boosters,
and a lunar mining and processing capability. The
mass of each shipment of helium-3 probably would
be less than a hundred kilograms (worth "US $140

FIGURE 7. Conceptual flow diagram for regolith mining and processing lunar regolith for lunar helium-3 and other
volatiles. Modified from Schmitt (2006, 2008).
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million at current coal prices) so as tomanage the risk
of losing a high-value shipment. The optimum
shipment mass will be determined by consideration
of shipment value, insurance costs, risk assessment,
shipment costs versus shipmentmass, and customer
inventory requirements.

WHAT MUST INVESTORS CONSIDER
ABOUT LUNAR HELIUM-3 FUSION?

Long-term trends in both the price of coal and the
cost of money help define the overall financial and
technical envelope into which a commercial lunar
helium-3 fusion power option must fit if it is to be a
source of pre-2050 energy supply (Schmitt, 2006).
Like other undeveloped power concepts, potential
investors will require a prototype demonstration of a
helium-3-fueled power plant along with a financial
and risk comparison relative to its future competitors.
In addition, investors will need to see the definition
of a clear path to lunar launch and lunar production

costs that permit helium-3 power to be competitive
as well as produce an adequate return on investment.
Of particular importance to serious investors will be
initially uncommitted financial reserves sufficient to
avoid delays when unexpected technical issues arise
as they always do in complex engineering endeavors.

Economic viability of helium-3 fusion power in
the terrestrial marketplace must be demonstrated to
investors before significant capital expenditures can
be made in accessing and producing lunar helium-3.
Commercial feasibility of helium-3 fusion power con-
stitutes the first long pole in the tent thatwouldmake
a private return to the Moon financially feasible.
Required investment capital cannot be attracted to
the development or purchase of a new Saturn-class
heavy-lift rocket booster for lunar access until inves-
tors are convinced that a path to commercial fusion
power exists and that energymarkets will support com-
mercial demand for lunar helium-3. Likewise, until
those conditions exist, financial support will not be
available for the development of space and terrestrial

FIGURE 8. Conceptual flow diagram for refining lunar helium-3 and other volatiles. Modified from Schmitt (2006, 2008).
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hardware and facilities necessary to the success of the
enterprise. Fortunately, a reasonable probability has
developed in recent years that these investment tests
can be met.

The second major development challenge is to
achieve significantly greater payload capability at
much lower cost than Apollo did for launches from
Earth to the Moon. In this regard, the Apollo Saturn V
rocket (Figure 10) remains the benchmark for a
reliable heavy-lift rocket for delivering large payloads
to the lunar surface, as the author and 11 other
moonwalkers can testify. SaturnVs remain the largest
rockets ever used, weighing 2.8 million kg (6.2 mil-
lion lb) and developing 33.4 N (7.5 million lb) of
thrust at liftoff. This huge booster reliably launched
40 to 50 t (80–110 tons) payloads to theMoonat a final

marginal cost of about US $62,500/kg (US $28,400/lb)
(2005 dollars). Competitive financial constraints on
the required cost of helium-3 delivered to fusion
power plants require that new modernized Saturn VI
rockets should be capable of launching up to 100 t
(220 tons) payloads to theMoon at a cost of about US
$3000/kg (US $1360/lb) (Schmitt, 2006), that is, a
factor of 21 less than at the end of Apollo. As com-
petitive energy costs rise, that payload cost restriction
becomes less onerous, of course, but it remains wise to
target the lowest reasonable cost possible.

Vast technological advances have occurred in the
more than 45 years since the Saturn V was designed
and manufactured. These advances strongly suggest
that the reduction in payload costs by a factor of 21
can be accomplished with an investment capital of

FIGURE 9. Conceptual flow
diagram for thermal and elec-
trical power production in
support of lunar helium-3 pro-
duction. Modified from
Schmitt (2006).
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about US $5 billion (Schmitt, 2006), including test
flights. Although fusion development proceeds, a low-
cost study of how to reduce the cost and increase the
capability of the Saturn V toward an equally reliable
Saturn VI would prepare investors for a critical concept
review on which to base future decisions (Schmitt,
2006). Importantly, we know what we need to do to
make thishappenand inwhat technical areaspotential
improvements exist—a situation very unlike that in
1960 when President Eisenhower ordered NASA to
initiate the Saturn project.

President GeorgeW. Bush and the Congress began
the Constellation program to return to the Moon in
2004. If Congress provides adequate funding and
NASA moves forward and succeeds in the develop-
ment of the needed heavy-lift launch system, and
associated lunar transfer vehicle and spacecraft, a
trade study would be required to see if those sys-
tems can compete in cost and reliability with a con-
ceptual Saturn VI, including redevelopment costs,
and more specialized spacecraft appropriate to a lu-
narmining and settlement enterprise. At the earliest,
that trade study would not be feasible until about
five years after the conceptual design of a Saturn VI
and the operational success of NASA’s new heavy-
lift booster.

Many other business-related issues would be ap-
proached by a private enterprise effort in ways very
different from an effort managed by a government
agency. For example, a private company will imme-
diately want lunar settlers as employees. Hiring com-
mitted settlers would eliminate the costs for their
regular return to Earth except insofar as periodic
return became an important employee retention ben-
efit. In addition, the spacecraft will be specialized for
the tasks of landing precisely at known resource-rich
locations on theMoon instead of serving severalmas-
ters, such as normally would be envisioned by NASA.
A private initiative also will concentrate on lunar
surface vehicles, highly mobile space suits, work fa-
cilities, and radiation-resistant habitats that provide
highly reliable low-cost resource recovery during ex-
tended periods. All equipment will be designed for
indefinite operational life, including embedded diag-
nostics, anticipatory component replacement, and
ease of maintenance and refurbishment.

For investors, the primary advantage that lunar
helium-3 fusion will have over other out-of-the-box
energy sources in the pre-2050 time frame, such as
space solar power (Criswell, 1996, 2002; Glaser, 1997),
comes from a definable path into the private capital
markets. The potential of several near-term applica-
tions of helium-3 fusion technology defines this
path in existing markets before reaching breakeven
power levels and a commercial plant demonstration
(Kulcinski, 1998; Schmitt, 2006). Several such appli-
cations look as if they can provide early returns on
investment as well as advance technology toward elec-
trical power generation.

The development of side business lines in the
longer term would improve profit margins and help
retire debt once lunar operations commence. These
potential businesses include sale of by-products from

FIGURE 10. Apollo 17SaturnV launch systemand spacecraft
during transport to its launch pad on the mobile launch
tower. The Saturn V is 109 m (364 ft) high. The Vehicle
Assembly Building stands behind with a large fire engine
at the right base (National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration Photograph KSC-72PC-426HR).
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helium-3 production, such as hydrogen, water, and
oxygen as well as food and other materials produced
on theMoon. A lunar settlement’s launchof consum-
ables and other materials to space-based customers
has a great competitive cost advantage over launch
fromthe six timesgreater gravityof Earth. Furthermore,
helium-3 fusion technology can contribute to efficient
and long propulsion in space (Santarius and Logan,
1998) of interest for continuous satellite maneuvering
and shortened transit times for deep space craft. Crews
headed for Mars, for example, will appreciate and
benefit froma shorter trip thanpossiblewith chemical
propulsion. These additional launch and propulsion-
related businesses include providing services for
government-funded lunar and planetary exploration,
astronomical observatories, national defense, and long-
term on-call protection from the impacts of asteroids
and comets. Space and lunar tourism also will be enab-
ledby the existence of low-cost, highly reliable rockets.

Not all ancillary business opportunities fromhelium-
3 fusion development lie in space. The development
of fusion technologies will stimulate near-term busi-
ness opportunities on Earth in medical diagnostics
and treatment, transportation, weapons detection,
and nuclear waste elimination (transmutation). The
profit potential in the productionof positron-emitting
isotopes for medical isotopes grows yearly (Schmitt,
2006), for example, particularly now in theuse of very
short half-life isotopes of nitrogen, carbon, and ox-
ygen (Kulcinski et al., 2009).

In summary, the rough boundaries of the eco-
nomic envelope of concern to potential investors
within which helium-3 fusion must fit as related to
other 21st-century energy sources are as follows: total
development cost approximately US $15 billion (in-
cluding "30% reserves), competitive coal costs US
$2.50 or greater/million Btu (0.25 ! 106 kcal), and pay-
load costs to the Moon approximately US $3000/kg
(US $1360/lb). A capital investment of US $15 billion
in 2009 dollars would be about the same as was re-
quired for the 1970s TransAlaska Pipeline (Alyeska
Pipeline, 2004). As competitive energy prices escalate
and fusion power revenues increase, as is probable
because of increased demand and regulatory costs,
breakeven between gross revenues and recurring costs
(including cost of capital) would occur earlier than the
estimated activation of the 15th terrestrial fusion
power plant and its supporting lunar miner-processor.

Estimates of the recurring costs for helium-3 pro-
ductionunits suggest that those costswould approach
breakeven relative to steam coal at US $2.50/million
Btu (0.25! 106 kcal) after 15 production units were in

place on the Moon (Schmitt, 2006). Clearly, many
opportunities exist to reduce production costs. Alter-
natively,manycurrentunknowns could increase those
costs, including the inability to reach US $3000/kg
(US $1360/lb) payload delivery costs. The next step
will be tomature hardware designs to the pointwhere
more certain recurring as well as nonrecurring costs
can be estimated more definitively.

The energy exploration industry commonly refers to
the cost of developing access to a resource as the
finding cost. For crude oil, finding costs are normally
approximately US $1.00/bbl, and for natural gas, these
costs are about US $3.50/mmcf (0.028 million m3).
Using 5.9 ! 106 Btu (1.5 ! 106 kcal) as the energy con-
tent of a barrel of oil (U.S. Department of Energy, 2004)
and 5.6 ! 1013 Btu (1.4! 1013 kcal) as the energy con-
tent of 100 kg (220 lb) of helium-3 fused with D,
Schmitt (2006) estimates the finding cost leading to
helium-3 production by assuming the following:

# The first resource field is 10,000 km2 (3900 mi2)
in area and to a depth of 3 m (9.8 ft) contains
about 5000 100 kg (220 lb) units of helium-3 or
the energy equivalent of 4.8 ! 1010 bbl of oil. (A
10,000 km2 [3861 mi2] area is chosen somewhat
arbitrarily as the amount of measured resources
that clearly would be of interest commercially if
fusion power customers existed on Earth.)

# The capital and operational costs necessary to
initiate production from this field are estimated
by Schmitt (2006) to be about US $15 billion.

These assumptions give a finding cost of about US
$1.60/BOE for this size ofhelium-3 field or somewhere
between the finding costs for oil and natural gas. Of
course, the actual finding cost for helium-3 would
be much lower because the resource field in Mare
Tranquillitatis is significantly larger than 10,000 km2

(3900mi2) in area—estimated to be about 84,000 km2

("53,000 mi2) just for the region of highest helium-3
concentration near the lunar equator. Also, if depos-
its in the polar regions have significantly higher con-
centrations of helium-3, finding costs will decrease in
direct proportion.

WHAT IS THE STATUS OF
FUSION TECHNOLOGY?

After published verification of significant quanti-
ties of helium-3 in lunar soil in 1970 (Eberhardt et al.,
1970; Hintenberger et al., 1970; Marti et al., 1970;
Pepin et al., 1970 ; Funkhouser et al., 1971), interest
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remained purely scientific for about 15 years until, in
1985, researchers at the Fusion Technology Institute
of the University ofWisconsin-Madison began inves-
tigating controlled D-3He fusion as an alternative to
D-T fusion and seeking potential helium-3 resources.
They realized that the solar wind should have depos-
ited helium-3 on the Moon and, while investigating
how much may have been deposited, they became
aware of the results of the previous Apollo analyses.
They immediately realized the significance of the
Apollodiscovery in considering future energy resources
(Wittenberg et al., 1986). The fusion of helium-3with
D and the production of protons and alpha particles
had been demonstrated in 1949 (Wyly et al., 1949;
Santarius, 1987; Crabb et al., 1994). This potential
source of fusion energy, however, had been ignored
as a practical option because of the absence of com-
mercially significant quantities of helium-3 on Earth.
In the absence of an economical terrestrial helium-3
supply and in view of the federal government’s con-
centration on D-T fusion technology (weapons into
plowshares) to the exclusionof potential alternatives,
investor interest in technical development of helium-3
fusion has been minimal.

Historic progress has beenmade during the last two
decades in the use of helium-3 to produce controlled
fusion reactions. This has occurred through the ad-
vancementof inertial electrostatic confinement (IEC)
fusion technologyat the FusionTechnology Institute.
Progress includes the production of approximately
1 W of steady-state power in the form of protons and
alpha particles producedbyD-3He fusion. Steadyprog-
ress in IEC research and understanding the basic phys-
ics of IEC fusion processes suggest that the helium-3
approach to fusion power has commercial viability in
large-scale plants. Helium-3-based fusion, relative to
other electrical plant options for the 21st century and
beyond, canhave inherently lower capital costs, higher
energy conversion efficiency, a range of power from a
hundred megawatts upward, and potentially no as-
sociated radioactivity or radioactive waste. Research
and development costs to build the first helium-3
demonstration power plant are estimated to be about
US $5 billion.

DO THE ENGINEERS EXIST TO
UNDERTAKE GREAT NEW PROJECTS?

World War II and the Cold War brought govern-
ment research funds into state and privately run
colleges and universities and changed the face of
learning for students entering these institutions in

later years (Hutchins, 1936). The life-and-death neces-
sities of that period left the country with little choice
at the time.With those funds came increasing controls
on not just how such funds could be spent but on un-
related institutionalmanagement. Reaction to Sputnik
and the Cold War exacerbated the loss of state and
private control over research institutions. TheUnited
States Great Society’s Higher Education Act of 1965
instituted federal student loan guarantees and grants,
bringing even greater federal regulation of how uni-
versities and colleges ran their institutions.

Clearly, a public interest exists in federal funding
of research in qualified institutions in times of na-
tional security threats. Such funding can be justified
under the joint legislative and executive powers for
national defense enumerated in the United States
Constitution’s articles I and II. The reservation of
educational powers to the states and the people by
the Tenth Amendment, however, logically requires
that, in contracting for research, the federal govern-
ment cannot constitutionally regulate the manage-
ment of the recipient institutions beyond that required
for overseeing the successful and legal outcome of the
funded research. Any coercion outside these bounds is
on its face unconstitutional despite long-standing fed-
eral assumptions to the contrary.

A critical consequence of higher education’s long
dependency on unreliable federal research funds and
burdensome student loans, added to the sad quality
of precollege education inmath and science, has been
a steadily reduced interest in engineering studies. This
cryptic crisis of science and technology education has
caused multidecade erosion in the supply of young,
well-prepared, American engineers available to serve
in critical industrial, space, and defense projects
(Augustine et al., 2007). This growing gap between
the supply and the demand for highly educated tal-
ent undermines the nation’s ability to compete in-
ternationally in the development of commercial and
national security technology. A major initiative to
develop and sustain a lunar helium-3 fusion power
initiative requires that this gap be eliminated.

No matter what can be done to improve higher
education, growth of the existing reservoir of young
engineers and skilled workers requires restructuring
of the elementary and secondary systemsof education
in math and science, as well as in the classic liberal
arts. Unfortunately, in this regard, the government
education system has failed. After World War II, our
public education system for elementary and second-
ary grade levels gradually fell under the control of
selfish special interests and away from the control of
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parents, contrary to the clear wording of the Tenth
Amendment. This situation has reached a point of
threatening the national security and long-term eco-
nomic vitality of the United States and the liberty of
its citizens, and presents even more of a threat to the
development of new sources of energy.

HOW WOULD SETTLERS GET TO THE MOON?

To provide competitive returns on investment
in its lunar endeavors, the private sector will want
heavier payload capability and lower cost in Earth-
Moon launch systems previously or currently envi-
sioned by government (Schmitt, 2006). A private
spacecraft will be specialized for the tasks of landing
reliably and precisely at known resource-rich loca-
tions on the Moon instead of serving two or more
masters, such as the International Space Station and a
lunar base and sorties for science on the Moon and
elsewhere in space (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, 2004).

A private initiative will need to concentrate on
lunar surface vehicles and facilities that provide re-
liable low-cost resource recovery in addition to hab-
itats for mine personnel. It also will require highly
mobile and low-maintenance space suits that are less
than half the weight and more than four times the
mobility of Apollo suits and that have the glove dex-
terity close to that of the human hand. All vehicles,

facilities, and space suits (Figure 11) will be designed
for indefinite operational life, including embedded
diagnostics, anticipatory component replacement, and
ease ofmaintenance and refurbishment. Any required
automated precursor missions to gather additional
resource development information will use low-cost
data-specific approaches instead of attempts to meet
broad, higher cost, purely scientific objectives. Re-
search and development costs for launch and lunar
operations equipment are estimated by Schmitt (2006)
to be between US $7 billion and US $10 billion.

WHO OWNS LUNAR RESOURCES?

International law relative to outer space, specifi-
cally the Outer Space Treaty of 1967, permits prop-
erly licensed and regulated commercial endeavors
(Schmitt, 2006). Under the treaty, lunar resources
can be extracted and owned, but national sovereign-
ty cannot be asserted over the resource area. History
clearly shows that a system of internationally sanc-
tioned private property, consistent with the treaty,
would encourage lunar settlement and development
far more than the establishment of a lunar commons,
as envisioned by the mostly unratified 1979 Moon
Agreement. A somewhat different, but generally com-
patible, analysis of current international law has been
made by Bilder (2010). Throughout history, designa-
tions of common access to resources have a notorious
record of failure to sustain the productivity of a re-
source. Systems encompassing the recognition of pri-
vate property have provided far more benefit to the
world than those that attempt to manage common
ownership.

HOW MUCH INVESTMENT IS REQUIRED?

The initial financial threshold for a private sector
initiative is low: about US $15million (Schmitt, 2006).
This investment would initiate the first fusion-based
bridging business, that is, production of medical iso-
topes for point-of-use support of diagnosticprocedures
using positron emission tomography. Ultimately, an
estimated total of US $15 billion of investment capital
would be required to deliver the first 100 kg of lunar
helium-3 to the first operating 1000 MWe fusion
power plant on Earth. This US $15 billion would
include at least 30% as reserves but would be reduced
by an as yet undetermined amount by retained
earnings from precursor businesses.

FIGURE 11. The author, using the Apollo A7LB space suit,
beginning the examination of a large boulder near the
base of the north wall of the Valley of Taurus-Littrow on
the Moon, December 16, 1972 (National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Photograph AS17 140 21497).
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THE FINAL FRONTIER?

Whenever and however a return to the Moon oc-
curs, one thing is certain: that returnwill behistorically
comparable to the movement of our species out of
Africa about 150 ka. Furthermore, if led by an entity
representing the democracies of the Earth, a return to
the Moon to stay will be politically comparable to
the first permanent settlement of North America by
European immigrants (Schmitt, 2006).
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